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Surface emitting linearly polarized InGaN/GaN light emitting diode �LED� is demonstrated using a
subwavelength metallic nanograting. The aluminum based grating with a period of 150 nm is
fabricated on top of the p-contact layer in a conventional InGaN LED structure grown on �0001�
oriented sapphire substrate. Polarization ratio can reach 7:1, the highest ever reported polarization
ratio directly from a light emitting diode. The polarization characteristics are studied in details both
experimentally and theoretically, suggesting an effective way to make polarized light emission
devices. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3276074�

Upon prosperous commercialization of InGaN based
semiconductor optoelectronic devices, light emitting diodes
�LEDs� have become universal in illumination and signal
applications. While the improvement of the basic character-
istics like efficiency and power level will benefit the replace-
ment of the conventional light sources to realize solid-state
lighting, further improvement in other features can bring
about more unique applications. One notable characteristic is
the polarized light emission, which would be highly desir-
able for many applications, e.g., imaging1 and liquid crystal
backlighting.2,3 Several authors have reported polarized light
emission from LED structures grown on nonpolar4,5 or semi-
polar GaN substrates.6

InGaN/GaN LEDs epitaxially grown on �0001� oriented
sapphire substrates are most commonly used in the market
due to their high efficiency, power, and long lifetime. It has
been reported that light emitted in certain directions shows
some degree of polarization.7 Although valence band inter-
mixing can result a dominant polarization along quantum
well plane, it only emits from the edge of unpacked LED
chips.8 Conventional packaged LEDs having surface emis-
sion are generally considered to be unpolarized light sources.
Different approaches such as using special reflector design9

and photonic crystals10 have been investigated recently to get
polarized light emission from such widely used LED struc-
tures. However, complex design, fabrication, and packing
process are involved, and the resulting polarization ratio is
still not high enough.

In the present study, we investigate the approach em-
ploying sub-wavelength metallic nanograting �SMNG� to re-
alize the polarized light emission in conventional InGaN/
GaN LED grown on �0001� oriented sapphire. Figure 1�a�
shows the cross-sectional view of the InGaN/GaN green
LED with the SMNG structure fabricated on top. Conven-

tional LED structure was grown on �0001� sapphire substrate
by metal organic chemical vapor deposition and produced by
standard process including photolithography, plasma etching,
metal deposition, and alloying. Electron beam lithography
�EBL� is used to pattern 150 nm period aluminum �Al�
SMNG on top of a thin layer of SiO2, which was deposited
by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition on top of the
Ni/Au p-type 5 nm/5 nm ohmic contact layer. It is noted that
this predeposited SiO2 serves as both a protective layer for
p-metal contact surface during etching process and as an
insulating layer between the metal grating and p-contact.
Figure 1�b� shows the optical micrograph of the fabricated
SMNG LED mesa, where the EBL area appears darker due
to the SMNG pattern shown in Fig. 1�c�.

Figure 2 shows the room temperature electrolumines-
cence �EL� spectra of SMNG LED at a forward current of 10
mA. The peak wavelength and the full width at half maxi-
mum �FWHM� of the emission spectra of the LED are 546
and 80 nm, respectively. Compared with original LED with-
out SMNG fabricated, there was no obvious change for both
peak wavelength and FWHM, which is consistent with the
fact that our SMNG is designed for giving almost uniform
transmission efficiency within this spectrum range. It can be
seen from the inset optical micrograph that the emission area
is exclusively defined by the region with SMNG pattern.
Through SMNG pattern outside active region, light still can
be coupled out.

Figure 3 shows the EL intensity as a function of the
orientation angle of the linear polarizer placed between the
InGaN/GaN green SMNG LED and the spectrometer. The
intensity was determined from measuring the central wave-
length peak intensity of each spectrum taken under different
polarizer-rotating angle with 5° intervals. The measured in-
tensity varies with the polarizer-rotating angle, revealing po-
larized light emission from the LED. The maximum and
minimum intensities indicate the relative magnitude of the
two orthogonal polarizations, respectively. The minimum in-
tensity measured is less than 0.14 when normalized to the
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maximum, resulting a measured polarization ratio �defined as
Imax / Imin as in Refs. 8–10� above 7:1, which is much higher
than that achieved by other methods.8–10 Compared with
simulated results with perfect SWNG using rigorous
coupled-wave analysis �RCWA�,11 as seen by the solid curve
in Fig. 3, the measured results exhibit increasing departure
when the polarizer rotates toward the extinction position,
while the RCWA curve almost reach zero for a perfect linear

polarization without any orthogonal component.
To investigate the origin of this nonzero orthogonal com-

ponent measured, the optical micrograph of light emission
from the LED was taken when the polarizer angle placed at
the extinction position, as shown in the inset figure of Fig. 3,
where an eclipselike distribution of light is observed. This
eclipselike emission of light through polarizer placed at the
extinction position suggests that light around the edge of the
p-pad has a lower polarization degree. This is possibly be-
cause of the nonconformal deposition of aluminum around
the pad from shadowing effect during e-beam evaporation
and the uneven resist resulted grating pattern distortion
around the pad. Thus such small amount of emission contrib-
utes to the nonzero intensity measured at the polarizer’s ex-
tinction position. It should be possible to reduce by process
modification and dose correction to greatly enhance the final
polarization ratio. It is also noted that, there is no emission
except for above-mentioned eclipselike emission around the
edge of the p-pad, confirming that both the emission from
active region and the coupled-out emission though SMNG
outside active region are linearly polarized.

The polarization results described above can be ex-
plained by the restricted motion of electrons perpendicular to
the SMNG. When the spontaneous emission from quantum
wells arrives at the LED surface, for light having polariza-
tion along the grating direction, the conduction electrons are
coherently driven along SMNG with unrestricted movement.
The physical response of SMNG is exactly the same as the
case of thin metal sheet. For light having polarization per-
pendicular to grating direction, since the period of SMNG is
much smaller than the incident wavelength, the electron
movement is confined similar as in the case of the dielectric,
the Ewald–Oseen field generated by electrons is no longer
sufficiently strong to cancel the incoming field, resulting in
transmission of this single polarization. It is noted that the
working principle cannot be explained by excitation of the
plasmon resonance surfacewaves,12 and is distinguished
from Ref. 13, which has grating periods close to the wave-
length and works in the resonance region of localized surface
plasmon. The period of SMNG here is much smaller than the
wavelength and closer to the quasistatic limit. Applying

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic diagram of the cross section of the
InGaN/GaN SMNG LED. �b� Optical micrograph of fabricated SMNG LED
mesa, where the SMNG patterning area appears as darker square. �c� Scan-
ning electron microscope image of SMNG with a grating period of 150 nm.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Room temperature EL spectra of the InGaN/GaN
SMNG LED at a forward injection current of 10 mA, The inset image is the
optical micrograph showing the green light emission across the mesa.

FIG. 3. �Color online� EL intensity of the InGaN/GaN SMNG LED as a
function of the polarizer-rotating angle within one period range. Dots are
measured with 5-degree intervals while red curve is simulated by RCWA
also with 5-degree intervals but connected as a continuous curve. The inset
image shows optical micrograph of the eclipselike light emission around the
p-pad when polarizer angle is placed at extinction position.
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effective-medium approximation, the SMNG here could be
equivalently modeled as a uniaxial birefringent layer with its
ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices no and ne as14
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where n1 is the refractive index of metal, n2 is refractive
index of the space materials, and w and p are the width and
period of the grating, respectively. For the Al based SMNG
discussed here, the refractive index of Al at the LED peak
wavelength and the two sides of the FWHM of the EL
spectrum are15 n1=0.963+ i6.7 ��=546 nm�, 0.826+ i6.28
��=506 nm�, and 1.15+ i7.15 ��=586 nm�, respectively,
with n2=1 for the air in between. Accordingly, the effective
ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices of SWNG
are no=0.6885+ i4.6857 and ne=1.4292+ i0.0045 for �
=546 nm, no=0.5915+ i4.3850 and ne=1.4315+ i0.0047 for
�=506 nm, no=0.8210+ i5.0074 and ne=1.4272+ i0.0043
for �=586 nm, respectively, and no is along SMNG. Based
on these values, SMNG functions as metallic layer for polar-
ization along no axis and as a dielectric for polarization along
ne axis. The transmission leakage polarized along the no axis
is tiny based on the above values, thus a high transmission
contrast ratio is promising to obtained.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated po-
larized light from surface emitting InGaN/GaN green LED
by using SMNG. The device is based on the most widely
used InGaN/GaN LED structures grown on �0001� oriented
sapphire substrates. A polarization ratio of 7:1 or �88% po-
larization light has been observed, which is the highest re-
ported polarization ratio ever achieved in a single LED. Rig-
orous coupled wave analysis was used to design and simulate
the SMNG structure. The polarized emission is attributed to

the restricted movement of electrons perpendicular to the
grating direction which has dimension much smaller than the
wavelength. The technique introduced here can easily be ex-
tended to other LEDs in different wavelength by adjusting
the SMNG dimensions.
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